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From learning their very first words in English to reading  
confidently on their own, Ladybird Readers promise to make 

growing up the best story ever, for children everywhere.  

Whether it is starting to say ‘Hello’ with Spot, discovering the  
magic of fairy tales with Cinderella and Aladdin, or finding out 

about the world around them with BBC Earth, our carefully 
graded ELT Readers will inspire everyone as they begin

their reading journey.

Ladybird Readers
Introducing

To bring our books to life in the classroom or at home, visit www.vicensvives.com/ladybirdreaders
to download free audio, digital books, lesson plans and plenty of extra activities.



Ladybird Readers
Enthuse, motivate, and encourage a love of learning

Graded ELT Readers - perfect 
for learning English as a 
foreign or second language

Featuring favourite 
characters, traditional tales, 
new stories and non-fiction

Following CEFR levels  
and providing Cambridge  
YLE exercises

Wide range of free resources 
on accompanying website 
www.vicensvives.com/
ladybirdreaders

Images © BBC, 2014
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They went to the 

park, and Pom Pom 

went down the  

slide first. 

“I’m the winner again!”  

he said.
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Long ago, a poor woman and  her son, Aladdin, lived in China. 
One day, a man came. “Do you know Mustafa?” he asked.
“He was my father,” said Aladdin, “but he’s dead now.”
“He was my brother,” the  man said. “So I am your uncle.  I want to help you and  your mother.”

 Compelling adventure stories  Non-fiction books including BBC Earth titles
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One day in the autumn, my master and James had to go on a long journey. I pulled  a small cart, and we went along the road until we came to a bridge. The bridge was flat, and because the water in the river was quite high, it nearly reached it.

We returned home late that evening. It was very windy—a storm was coming, and it was nearly dark when we reached the bridge again. I could see that the water was now covering the middle of the bridge. Suddenly, I felt strange, so I stopped.

“Go on, Beauty,” said Mr. Gordon, but  I would not move.

Chapter three

The Bridge
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“It’s the holidays!”  
said Wendy Wolf.

“I want to jump in muddy 
puddles,” said Peppa.  

 Recognisable characters including 
Peter Rabbit, My Little Pony and Peppa Pig

 Traditional tales 
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With over 140 titles across 8 

levels, Ladybird Readers aim 

to inspire a life-long love of 

reading in young learners.  

From Beginner to Level 6, each 

Reader progressively introduces 

phonics, vocabulary and sentence 

structures at a pace that 

develops confidence for children.

 

Combining characters and 

stories that children know and 

love with pedagogic expertise 

and Ladybird’s 100 years of 

excellence in children’s publishing, 

the series provides practise for 

reading, listening, speaking, 

writing and critical thinking.

 

International benchmarking: the series follows the CEFR levels and Cambridge YLE syllabus

Beginner

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Pre-A1 • YLE Starters • 100–200 words

A1 • YLE Movers • 200–300 words

A1+ • YLE Movers • 300–600 words

A2 • YLE Flyers • 600–900 words

Pre-A1 • 50–100 words

First Phrases • 25–50 words

A2 • YLE Flyers / KET • 900–1,500 words

A2+ • YLE Flyers / KET • 1,500–2,000 words
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Ladybird Readers

Downloadable resources at www.vicensvives.com/ladybirdreaders

 

• A ‘How to use graded readers guide’ with 
   feature explanation and practical classroom ideas
• A choice of downloadable British and American audio  
   recordings with additional listening practice
• Catchy songs to introduce playful rhythms & melodies
• Interactive play-scripts for pupils to act out
• Flashcards for use in the classroom
• Additional activity sheets for a wide range of titles
• Introductory videos to the series with ideas 
   for classroom use
• Downloadable certificates for rewarding 
   pupils as they finish each level
• CYL exam support with exam-style activities
• Detailed overviews of the Readers mapped against CEFR levels &  
   objectives, as well as by Lexile & AR level themes & objectives
• Digital books for projection in the classroom

FOR THE TEACHER:

 

• Wonderfully illustrated Readers   
   with favourite characters and 
   charming imagery
• Story-book audio, perfect for 
   listening in class or at home
• Activities to develop speaking, 
   listening, reading and writing, 
   and introduce critical thinking 
• Confidence-building spelling   
   and phonic practice helps with 
   speaking and pronunciation

FOR THE STUDENT:
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Young learners will be able to use 
both top-down and bottom-up 
strategies independently with 
graded readers. They are ready to 
read on their own and to choose 
their own books.

Reading independently (Level 4)

 
 

Finding the right Ladybird Reader level for your students

For more ideas on using Ladybird Readers with your students, find our user guide online at www.vicensvives.com/ladybirdreaders
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Young learners will 
be able to recognise 
familiar words and 
read short parts of 
the text with clear 
pronunciation. 
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Young learners will be 
confident readers, able 
to categorise information 
from the text, retell and 
summarise the stories, 
predict events, and 
understand the characters 
and their motives.

Mastering decoding (Levels 2 to 3)

Established readers (Levels 5 to 6)

 

Children will use 
bottom-up processes 
to start to identify the 
sounds made by the 
letters, and will rely 
on their knowledge of 
the top-down general 
meaning of the story. 
They will use clues 
from the pictures and 
the shape of a word.

Beginner stage (Beginner to Level 1)
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Beginner
First Phrases 25-50 w

ords

Anthony Browne:
Tom’s Birthday

9780241475577

Timmy Time: The Boat Race 
9780241440155

Anthony Browne:
Willy and Harry

9780241475522

Timmy Time: Timmy’s Tent
9780241440070

Anthony Browne:
My Dad

9780241475621

Anthony Browne:
My Mum

9780241475515

Timmy Time: The Picnic 
9780241440032

Timmy Time: Let’s Paint 
9780241440117

The Ladybird Readers Beginner level helps young language learners 
to become familiar with key conversational phrases in English. The 
language introduced has clear real-life applications, giving children 
the tools to hold their first conversations in English.
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Timmy Time: 
The Magic Show

9780241440018

What color, Spot?
9780241365502

Timmy Time: 
Let’s Find the Treasure! 

9780241440094

Good morning, Spot!
9780241365465

My name is Spot!
9780241316092

Where is it, Spot!
9780241365472

How are you, Spot?
9780241319413

Timmy Time: 
Timmy Loves Football

9780241440131

Thank you, Spot!
9780241365496

How many, Spot?
9780241319444

Timmy Time: 
Who is in the Garden?

9780241440056
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Yes please, Spot!
9780241319420
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241475621 Anthony Browne: My Dad Family Sharing feelings Understanding characters Phrases with ‘Let’s...’ Actions, People, Family

9780241475515 Anthony Browne: My Mum Family Sharing feelings Identifying characters Present simple People, Family, Love

9780241475577 Anthony Browne: Tom’s Birthday Birthdays Asking questions, 
Celebrations Identifying details Is there / There is Birthday, Home, Friends

9780241475522 Anthony Browne: Willy and Harry Friends Sharing feelings, 
Making friendships Understanding characters Questions with ‘Are’ Friendship, Feelings

9780241440094 Timmy Time: Let’s Find the Treasure Gardens, Adventure Teamwork Finding information Where is... Animals, Outdoors

9780241440117 Timmy Time: Let’s Paint Art Learning about colours Categorising informaiton Questions with ‘What...?’ Colours

9780241440155 Timmy Time: The Boat Race Games Competition, Having fun Identifying a sequence 
of events Counting Numbers

9780241440018 Timmy Time: The Magic Show Magic Confidence, Curiosity Identifying a sequence 
of events Prepositions of place Instructions

9780241440032 Timmy Time: The Picnic Food Eating together Identifying details Answering questions Food

9780241440131 Timmy Time: Timmy Loves Football Sport Taking part Identifying a sequence 
of events Present simple verbs Football, Instructions

9780241440070 Timmy Time: Timmy’s Tent Hobbies Helping others Finding information To have Camping, Friends

9780241440056 Timmy Time: Who is in the Garden? Animals, Adventure Curiosity and learning, 
Friendship Identifying characters ‘Is there...?’ Animals

9780241365465 Good morning, Spot Family and friends Curiosity and learning, 
Family and friendship

Reading skills for all 
Spot books:

Identifying focus sounds

Recognising key words

Finding information

Questions and answers Ask and answer, Greetings

9780241319413 How are you, Spot? Family and friends Understanding others, 
Kindness, Taking part Answering questions Ask and answer, Feelings

9780241319444 How many, Spot? Family and friends Curiosity and learning,
Taking part Answering questions Ask and answer, Numbers

9780241316092 My Name is Spot! Family and friends Curiosity and learning,
Understanding our world Questions and answers Ask and answer, Names

9780241365496 Thank you, Spot Family and friends Family and friendship, 
Kindness Questions and answers Ask and answer, Thank you

9780241365502 What color, Spot? Family and friends Curiosity and learning,
Understanding our world Answering questions Ask and answer, Colors

9780241365472 Where is it, Spot? Family and friends Curiosity and learning,
Understanding our world Answering questions Ask and answer, Where

9780241319420 Yes please, Spot! Family and friends Understanding others, 
Kindness, Taking part Questions and answers Ask and answer, To play

Be
gi

nn
er

Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers
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PHONICS IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING

PHONICS IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING

What is phonics?

Phonics is a way of teaching children to read by helping 
them to understand the relationships between letters, 
sounds, and words. It is a popular teaching method for 
native English speakers, and is increasingly used with 
children who are learning English as a foreign language. 
This is because it gives children the tools they need to 
improve their reading, writing, and pronunciation.

12

Phonics in English Language Teaching

What is phonics?
Phonics is a way of teaching children to read by helping them to understand the 
relationships between letters, sounds, and words. It is a popular teaching method for 
native English speakers, and is increasingly used with children who are learning English 
as a foreign language. This is because it gives children the tools they need to improve their 
reading, writing, and pronunciation.

The English alphabet has 26 letters, but approximately 42 related sounds. Phonics 
teaching helps children to identify sounds that relate to individual letters, such as /a/ in 
cat, as well as sounds that relate to combinations of letters, such as /ear/ in hear.

With this understanding, children will be able to read, spell, and pronounce new and more 
complex words in the future.

hat  h/a/t  “hat” bus  b/u/s  “bus”

“boat”  b/oa/t  boat “look”  l/oo/k  look

Children learn how to read by blending sounds to make a word:  

They learn how to spell by segmenting a word into sounds:

13

How can I introduce phonics?
Phonics teaching can be introduced in the 
classroom or at home using short activities 
and games.

Make children aware of sounds common in 
English and the children’s first language 
wherever possible. Use words the children 
know to highlight and identify sounds.

1 Use Flashcards or objects

 Find the sound: stick a selection of 
Flashcards on the wall, or put them  
down on the floor or table. Ask the 
children to find words with a particular 
sound, such as /e/. Try using a different 
sound each day.

 Sound pairs: ask the children to sort 
through the Flashcards to find words 
with matching sounds, such as beard and 
gears, or tap and tin.

 Sound craft: select a sound of the 
week. Draw, paint, and decorate a large 
cut-out of the letters that represent the 
sound. The children should find objects 
or Flashcards containing that sound to 
create a sound display table.

2 Use chants, songs, and rhymes
Help the children to become familiar with 
natural rhythm and rhyme, by learning 
traditional nursery rhymes, songs, 
and chants.

A phonics chant is included at the back of 
every Ladybird Readers Starter Activity 
Book, and audio downloads of the chants 
are available on the website:  
www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk

3 Use story books or graded readers
Storytelling helps children to develop 
linguistically, cognitively, and 
emotionally. Stories explore familiar 
themes and provide a playful and 
imaginative context for children to 
experiment with the sounds of English.

They contain high-frequency words, such 
as animals, family, and food, as well as 
words such as dragon, pirate, and giant, 
which inspire children’s imaginations.

The Ladybird Readers Starter level uses  
age-appropriate, engaging storytelling to 
introduce a phonics approach to reading. 

1312

Familiarise children with natural rhythm and rhyme 
by learning nursery rhymes, songs, and chants.

A phonics chant is included at the back of every 
Ladybird Readers Starter Activity Book, and audio 
downloads of the chants are available on the website: 
www.vicensvives.com/ladybirdreaders

2. Use chants, songs, and rhymes

3. Use story books or graded readers

Storytelling helps children to develop linguistically, 
cognitively, and emotionally. Stories explore familiar 
themes and provide a playful and imaginative context 
for children to experiment with the sounds of English.

1. Use flashcards or objects

Find the sound: stick a selection 
of flashcards on the wall, or put 
themdown on the floor or table. 
Ask the children to find words with a 
particular sound, such as /e/. Try using a different sound each day.

Sound pairs: ask the children to sort through the flashcards to find 
words with matching sounds, such as beard and gears, or tap and tin.

How can I introduce phonics?

Phonics teaching can be introduced in the classroom or at home 
using short activities and games.

Make children aware of sounds common in English and in their 
first language wherever possible. Use words the children know 
to highlight and identify sounds.
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Starter
Pre-A

1 50-100 w
ords  |  A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

• A phonics-based approach to learning to read

• Book 1 introduces the alphabet in A-Z form

• Further books include two versions of the same 
story: wordless (to prepare children 
for reading) and with words 
(providing practise for phonics 
and sight words)

READERS

• Phonics activities at the start of the book 
familiarise children with new sounds

• Exercises at the end of the story test  
comprehension of meaning

• Children get help decoding words and  
building sentences

IN-BOOK EXERCISES
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Alphabet Book
9780241393673

Is it Nat?
9780241393680

Nat Sits
9780241393697

Top Dog and Pompom
9780241393703

Top Dog is Sick
9780241393710

The Fun Run
9780241393727

Gus is Hot!
9780241393734

Jazz the Vet
9780241393741

Vick the Vet
9780241393758

Dash and Thud
9780241393765

Big Bad Bash
9780241393772

The Big Fish
9780241393796

The Big Ship
9780241393802

Martin and Lorna
9780241393819

Farmer Carl 
9780241393826

The Big Dipper
9780241393833

The Silver Ring
9780241393840
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Title Phonics Sight Words Theme

9780241393673 Alphabet Book (1) A-Z

9780241393680 Is it Nat? (2)

s, a, t, p, i, n
a, is, it Who am I?

9780241393697 Nat Sits (3) an, in, sit Feeling safe

9780241393703 Top Dog and Pompom (4)

m, d, g, o, c, k
and, can, I, into, no Staying calm

9780241393710 Top Dog is Sick (5) got, not Caring for others

9780241393727 The Fun Run (6)

e, u, r, h, b, f, l
at, get, go, has, off, the, to, up Taking part

9780241393734 Gus is Hot! (7) full, his, of, on, put Following instructions

9780241393741 Jazz the Vet (8)

j, v, w, x, y, z, q, u
be, but, had, he, him, she, tell, was Helping others

9780241393758 Vick the Vet (9) did, well, will Helping others

9780241393765 Dash and Thud (10) 

ch, sh, th, ng
if, ran, then, they, with, yes Looking after each other

9780241393772 Big Bad Bash (11) big, long, that, this Friendship

9780241393796 The Big Fish (12)

ai, ee, oa, oo
her, look, see, them Being careful

9780241393802 The Big Ship (13) let, me, my, too Exploring our world

9780241393819 Martin and Lorna (14)

ar, or, ur, ow, oi, er
all, are, for Being grateful

9780241393826 Farmer Carl (15) cut, down, good, help, now Being helpful

9780241393833 The Big Dipper (16)

igh, ear, air, ure
as, have, like, said, some, went, you Being brave

9780241393840 The Silver Ring (17) come, from, so, stop, we, what Being patient

St
ar

te
r

Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers
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READERS
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• Test comprehension and meaning

• Help children decode words and 
build sentences

 These exercises develop: 

Spelling and Writing

Reading

Speaking

Listening

Critical Thinking

Singing
Preparation for the 
Cambridge Young 
Learners Exams

1514

How to use the Activity Books

The Activity Book that accompanies 
each Reader gives children further 
opportunities to practice language 
skills, such as speaking, listening, 
singing, reading, spelling, and  
writing. An answer key for each title  
is available to download at  
www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk

Listening skills 

The Activity Books contain specially written 
listening activities that allow children to 
practice how to listen carefully for  
top-down comprehension of the whole 
story, as well as bottom-up details of 
specif ic information. An example of listening 
for specif ic information is found in activity 
6 of the The Jungle Book (Level 3) Activity 
Book. Here, children have to listen and 
identify details about Mowgli. 

There are also activities in some of the 
Activity Books where children listen 
and color a picture. The audio tracks for 
the listening activities are available as 
downloads on the website.

Singing skills 

Children love singing. The inclusion of 
songs in the Ladybird Readers Activity 
Books also fulf ills specif ic language-learning 
criteria of spelling, reading, writing, and 
singing. The rhythm and melody of each 
song helps children to memorize the  
words and pronounce them clearly. 

You can help children to remember the song 
by drawing attention to repeated patterns. 
For example, you can show how the sounds 
made by the letter patterns -ot, -op, and 
-ook are repeated in different words in this 
song from The Magic Porridge Pot (Level 1). 

Reading and spelling skills 

The Activity Book practices the skills of 
top-down reading through some familiar 
and some new activity types, for example, 
recreating the story from a jumbled set 
of pictures and sentences. There is also a 
strong emphasis on spelling. At Levels 1 
and 2, there are activities to help children 
quickly identify the letters that begin and 
end words, such as reading “snakes” of 
joined-up words. In later levels, children are 
asked to decide on the correct spelling of a 
word from two possibilities. 

Critical thinking skills 
Reading helps children to mentally categorize 
and compare things and situations. 

The Activity Books have specif ic activities to 
encourage these critical thinking skills. For 
example, activity 5 of The Magic Porridge 
Pot (Level 1) asks children to categorize a 
set of words into clothes, animals, or places 
to live. Other activities encourage children 
to ref  lect on story characters and their 
motivations. Activity 11 in the Cinderella 
Activity Book (Level 1) asks:

Who do you like in the story  
of Cinderella? Who is not nice in  
the story?

Skills key

The activities in both the Readers and 
the Activity Books provide a helpful key 
to show which skills are being practiced 
and developed during an exercise.

Ladybird Readers key

   Spelling and writing

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Preparation for the Cambridge  
Young Learners Exams

Ladybird Readers Activity 
Book key

   Singing *

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Spelling

  Writing

  Listening*

* To complete these activities, listen to the audio download 
available at www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk
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listening activities that allow children to 
practice how to listen carefully for  
top-down comprehension of the whole 
story, as well as bottom-up details of 
specif ic information. An example of listening 
for specif ic information is found in activity 
6 of the The Jungle Book (Level 3) Activity 
Book. Here, children have to listen and 
identify details about Mowgli. 

There are also activities in some of the 
Activity Books where children listen 
and color a picture. The audio tracks for 
the listening activities are available as 
downloads on the website.

Singing skills 

Children love singing. The inclusion of 
songs in the Ladybird Readers Activity 
Books also fulf ills specif ic language-learning 
criteria of spelling, reading, writing, and 
singing. The rhythm and melody of each 
song helps children to memorize the  
words and pronounce them clearly. 

You can help children to remember the song 
by drawing attention to repeated patterns. 
For example, you can show how the sounds 
made by the letter patterns -ot, -op, and 
-ook are repeated in different words in this 
song from The Magic Porridge Pot (Level 1). 

Reading and spelling skills 

The Activity Book practices the skills of 
top-down reading through some familiar 
and some new activity types, for example, 
recreating the story from a jumbled set 
of pictures and sentences. There is also a 
strong emphasis on spelling. At Levels 1 
and 2, there are activities to help children 
quickly identify the letters that begin and 
end words, such as reading “snakes” of 
joined-up words. In later levels, children are 
asked to decide on the correct spelling of a 
word from two possibilities. 

Critical thinking skills 
Reading helps children to mentally categorize 
and compare things and situations. 

The Activity Books have specif ic activities to 
encourage these critical thinking skills. For 
example, activity 5 of The Magic Porridge 
Pot (Level 1) asks children to categorize a 
set of words into clothes, animals, or places 
to live. Other activities encourage children 
to ref  lect on story characters and their 
motivations. Activity 11 in the Cinderella 
Activity Book (Level 1) asks:

Who do you like in the story  
of Cinderella? Who is not nice in  
the story?

Skills key

The activities in both the Readers and 
the Activity Books provide a helpful key 
to show which skills are being practiced 
and developed during an exercise.

Ladybird Readers key

   Spelling and writing

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Preparation for the Cambridge  
Young Learners Exams

Ladybird Readers Activity 
Book key

   Singing *

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Spelling

  Writing

  Listening*

* To complete these activities, listen to the audio download 
available at www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk
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end words, such as reading “snakes” of 
joined-up words. In later levels, children are 
asked to decide on the correct spelling of a 
word from two possibilities. 

Critical thinking skills 
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The Activity Books have specif ic activities to 
encourage these critical thinking skills. For 
example, activity 5 of The Magic Porridge 
Pot (Level 1) asks children to categorize a 
set of words into clothes, animals, or places 
to live. Other activities encourage children 
to ref  lect on story characters and their 
motivations. Activity 11 in the Cinderella 
Activity Book (Level 1) asks:

Who do you like in the story  
of Cinderella? Who is not nice in  
the story?

Skills key

The activities in both the Readers and 
the Activity Books provide a helpful key 
to show which skills are being practiced 
and developed during an exercise.

Ladybird Readers key

   Spelling and writing

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Preparation for the Cambridge  
Young Learners Exams

Ladybird Readers Activity 
Book key

   Singing *

  Reading

  Speaking

  Critical thinking
 

  Spelling

  Writing

  Listening*

* To complete these activities, listen to the audio download 
available at www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk

LEVELS 1-4

• Picture words page  
introduces characters  
and difficult vocabulary

• Fantastic full-colour  
illustrations on every page

• Written using international English 

• Free audio download for all titles 

• Around 16 pages of activities  
in the back of every Reader

IN-BOOK EXERCISES
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Level 1
Pre-A

1 100-200 w
ords  |  A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

Peppa Pig: 
Going Swimming

9780241316139

Cars
9780241283547

35
0L

20
0L

 n
on

-f
ic

tio
n

Anansi Helps a Friend
9780241254097

Peppa Pig: 
Going to the Moon

9780241365441

Masha and the Bear: 
Candy for Breakfast

9780241401835
38

0L
34

0L

30
0L

Peppa Pig: Fun 
with Old Things

9780241262191

Cinderella
9780241254073

47
0L

30
0L

Peppa Pig: Daddy
Pig’s Old Chair

9780241283561

Fairy Friends
9780241283516

Masha and the Bear: 
Washing Day

9780241401811

45
0L

26
0L

24
0L

On the Farm
9780241254134

 n
on

-f
ic

tio
n

Peppa Pig: 
In the Garden

9780241262207

45
0L

31
0L

Peppa Pig: The Fair
9780241283578

Peppa Pig: 
On a Boat
9780241297445

49
0L

36
0L

Pablo: Are you 
Sad, Pablo? 
9780241475546

33
0L

Pablo: 
Noisy Party
9780241475492

25
0L

Roald Dahl:
The Twits

9780241368206

37
0L

The Ant and the 
Grasshopper
9780241475584

27
0L

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021
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BBC Earth: 
Animal Colors

9780241357927

 n
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ic
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n

40
0L
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Topsy and Tim: 
Go to the Farm

9780241283554

The Tale of 
Peter Rabbit

9780241316146

Peter Rabbit and 
the Radish Robber

9780241297421

Peter Rabbit 
Goes to the Island

9780241254158

32
0L

25
0L

Topsy and Tim: 
Go to the Zoo

9780241254141

BBC Earth: 
Baby Animals

9780241297452

BBC Earth:
 Deserts

9780241316085

Jon’s Football Team
9780241254110

 n
on

-f
ic

tio
n

 n
on

-f
ic

tio
n

Rex the Big Dinosaur
9780241297414

The Magic Porridge Pot
9780241254066

The Enormous Turnip
9780241254080

32
0L

30
0L

Topsy and Tim: 
Go to London

9780241297438

38
0L

45
0L

39
0L

40
0L

38
0L

42
0L

55
0L

28
0L

Pom Pom is 
Grumpy

9780241357941

35
0L

The Empty Pot
9780241401705

35
0L

Moomin: The 
Birthday Button

9780241365281

29
0L

The Tortoise 
and the Hare

9780241401736

24
0L
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 1 

CEFR Pre-A1
YLE Starters
Trinity 1
100-200 words
Approx. age 5+

Singular and plural 

Irregular plural 
forms

Countable and 
uncountable 

Definite and 
indefinite articles

Determiners: the /
some /any

Demonstrative, 
personal, and 
interrogative  
pronouns

Impersonal you

Simple gerunds

Simple 
Possessive 
 

Present simple: to be 
and common verbs

Present continuous 
(not with future 
reference)

Adverbs (of time 
and place)

Can/can’t

Have (got) for 
possession

Who?

Where?

How?

How much/many

Too much/many

Happy Birthday

Here you are

Me too

So do / am I

Story about + ing

What a/an + adj + 
noun

Would like + noun

What now?

Let’s for suggestions

There is / are

And

But

Next to

On

In

At

Behind

In front of

Near

Time and place

Direct speech

Days

Months

Colours 

Level 1 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241254097 Anansi Helps a Friend Animals, Friends Friendship Identifying characters Question words Question words, Animals
9780241357927 BBC Earth: Animal Colors Animals, Natural World Understanding our world Categorising information Answering questions Animals
9780241297452 BBC Earth: Baby Animals Animals Understanding our world Finding information Has got / have got Animals
9780241316085 BBC Earth: Deserts Natural world, Animals Understanding our world Categorising information Use of is / are Animals, Adjectives
9780241283547 Cars Cars Friendship Finding information Adjectives Cars, Colors, Adjectives
9780241254073 Cinderella Fairy tale, Family Kindness Identifying a sequence of events Question words People, Places, Clothes
9780241283516 Fairy Friends Fairies, Friends Honesty Making predictions Present simple Animals
9780241254110 Jon’s Football Team Sport, Friends Teamwork Identifying details Adjectives Colors, Sport
9780241401811 Masha & the Bear: Washing Day Family, Friends, Childhood Helping others Identifying a sequence of events Present simple Health, Food, Emotions
9780241401835 Masha & the Bear: Candy for Breakfast Health, Food, Family, Friends Health, Following advice Identifying a sequence of events Present simple At home, Clothes
9780241365281 Moomin: The Birthday Button Family, Friends Friendship, Kindness Identifying details Present tense Birthday, Friends
9780241254134 On the Farm Animals, Farm Health Identifying details There is… / There are… Animals, Farm products
9780241475546 Pablo: Are You Sad, Pablo? Emotions, Friends Trust, Honesty, Friendship Understanding characters Conjunctions, Present simple Animals, Feelings
9780241475492 Pablo: Noisy Party Birthdays Sharing emotions Understanding characters Likes and dislikes Emotions, Birthdays
9780241283561 Peppa Pig: Daddy Pig’s Old Chair Family, School Charity Identifying what characters say Present simple Adjectives
9780241262191 Peppa Pig: Fun with Old Things Recycling Recycling Identifying details Adjectives In the home, Colors
9780241316139 Peppa Pig: Going Swimming Family, Friends, Sport Curiosity and learning Understanding characters Present and past tenses Actions, Sport
9780241365441 Peppa Pig: Going to the Moon Family, Friends Curiosity and learning Finding information Present tense, Adjectives Space
9780241262207 Peppa Pig: In the Garden Animals Asking questions Identifying characters This is… / These are… Family, Animals
9780241297445 Peppa Pig: On a Boat Family, Friends Taking part Identifying characters Would like Boats
9780241283578 Peppa Pig: The Fair Family, Friends Sharing Identifying characters’ opinions Present simple At the fair
9780241254158 Peter Rabbit Goes to the Island Friends, Animals Friendship Making predictions Question words Question words, Animals
9780241297414 Peter Rabbit and the Radish Robber Adventure Honesty, Family, Friends Making inference Question words Numbers
9780241357941 Pom Pom is Grumpy Feelings Kindness Identifying details Adjectives Feelings, Friends
9780241297414 Rex the Dinosaur Dinosaurs Kindness Making predictions Pronouns Actions
9780241368206 Roald Dahl: The Twits Good and bad, Animals Kindness Identifying characters’ motives Present simple House and home, Animals
9780241475584 The Ant and the Grasshopper Seasons, Fairy tale Sharing, Hard work Identifying a sequence of events Present simple Food, Hobbies
9780241401705 The Empty Pot Fairy tale, Family, Nature Trust and honesty Identifying characters’ motives Present simple Actions, Plants
9780241254080 The Enormous Turnip Food Teamwork Identifying a sequence of events Present simple People
9780241254066 The Magic Porridge Pot Food Working hard Identifying people and places Present simple People, Places
9780241316146 The Tale of Peter Rabbit Adventure, Family, Friends Curiosity and learning Identifying a sequence of events Present simple tense Family
9780241401736 The Tortoise and the Hare Sport, Technology, Animals Curiosity and learning Understanding characters Present simple Actions, Sport, Animals 
9780241297438 Topsy and Tim: Go to London Travel, Family, Friends Curiosity and learning Identifying a sequence of events Like / do not like Days of the week
9780241283554 Topsy and Tim Go to the Farm Farm Helping others Identifying details Answering questions Animals, Family, Colors
9780241254141 Topsy and Tim Go to the Zoo Animals Patience Identifying a sequence of events Can / cannot Animals, Colors

Le
ve

l 1
Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers
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Level 2
A

1 200-300 w
ords  |  A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

Peppa Pig: 
School Trip
9780241283721

Peppa Pig: 
Sports Day
9780241262221

Peppa Pig: Daddy 
Pig’s New Van

9780241283714

Peppa Pig: 
Going on a Picnic

9780241262214

Peppa Pig: In a Plane 
9780241319451

Peppa Pig: 
Playing Football

9780241319475

Peppa Pig: 
Daddy Pig’s Office

9780241298145

We Can Help!
9780241283677

Wild Animals
9780241254455

Great Trains
9780241298084

The Monster Next Door
9780241254448

28
0L

40
0L

34
0L

29
0L

24
0L

44
0L

40
0L

30
0L

39
0L

38
0L

The Magic Paintbrush
9780241358221

45
0L

Masha and the Bear: 
Let’s Make Dumplings!

9780241401859

Masha and the Bear: 
Too Much Porridge!

9780241401873

The Nutcracker
9780241401774

 n
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-f
ic

tio
n

30
0L

36
0L

45
0L

44
0L
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-f
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n

 n
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-f
ic

tio
n

My Little Pony: 
Pinkie’s Pies
9780241475454

My Little Pony: 
The Camping Holiday

9780241475485

Roald Dahl: James 
and the Giant Peach

9780241368091

31
0L

46
0L

42
0L

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021
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Moomin:
The Wish

9780241365298

Dinosaurs
9780241254479
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BBC Earth: 
Hungry Animals

9780241298442

Superhero Max
9780241283684

BBC Earth: 
Mountains
9780241319482

Sly Fox and Red Hen
9780241254431

The Gingerbread Man
9780241254424

Topsy and Tim: 
The Big Race

9780241254486

Pom Pom 
the Winner
9780241358207

38
0L

43
0L

Pocahontas
9780241401750

The Peter 
Rabbit Club
9780241298114

Peter Rabbit Goes 
to the Treehouse

9780241254493

Peter Rabbit and 
the Angry Owl

9780241283691

29
0L

30
0L

42
0L

44
0L

46
0L

BBC Earth: 
Big and Small

9780241358184

44
0L

My Little Pony: 
Spring is Here!

9780241298091

Little Red 
Riding Hood
9780241254462

50
0L

43
0L

38
0L

50
0L

33
0L

40
0L

38
0L

47
0L
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 2 

CEFR A1
YLE Movers
Trinity 2
200-300 words
Approx. age 6+

Singular and plural 

Irregular plural 
forms

Countable and 
uncountable 

Definite and 
indefinite articles

Determiners: the /
some /any

Demonstrative, 
personal, and 
interrogative  
pronouns

Impersonal you

More than one 
adjective in a 
sentence

Intensifiers: very /
really

 

Past simple: to be 
and simple regular 
and irregular verbs

Verb + infinitive

Verb + ing

Shall for offers

Must / mustn’t

Had (got) to

Adverbs of 
frequency

Simple adverbs of 
place, manner and 
time

Why?

When?

Prepositional 
phrases of time and 
movement

Be good at + noun / 
+ gerund

See you soon / later 
/ tomorrow

What’s the 
matter?

Expressions with 
What a …

Because

Or

Directions

Greetings

Understanding and 
using prices

Ordinal numbers 
to 10

Level 2 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241358184 BBC Earth: Big and Small Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Categorising information Adjectives Animals

9780241298442 BBC Earth: Hungry Animals Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Identifying a sequence of events Adjectives Animals

9780241319482 BBC Earth: Mountains Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Categorising information Adjectives Animals

9780241254479 Dinosaurs Dinosaurs Understanding our world Categorising information Past simple Parts of the body

9780241298084 Great Trains Travel, Science Understanding our world Finding information Compound nouns Trains

9780241254462 Little Red Riding Hood Fairy tale Following instructions Identifying characters Past simple Parts of the body, Family

9780241365298 Moomin: The Wish Natural world, Magic Curiosity and learning Identifying a sequence of events Question forms Friends and family

9780241401859 Masha & the Bear: Let’s Make Dumplings! Food, Animals, Childhood Curiosity and learning Identifying a sequence of events Past simple tense Food, Actions, Playing

9780241401873 Masha & the Bear: Too Much Porridge! Food, Animals, Childhood Curiosity and learning Identifying a sequence of events Past simple tense Food, At home, Animals

9780241475454 My Little Pony: Pinkie’s Pies Friends, Food Honesty and caring Identifying characters' motives Likes and dislieks Food, Friendship, Feelings

9780241298091 My Little Pony: Spring is Here! Family, Friends Helping others Finding information Has got / have got Seasons

9780241475485 My Little Pony: The Camping Holiday Camping, Adventure Bravery and friendship Identifying a sequence of events Present continuous Camping, Outdoors, Friendship

9780241298145 Peppa Pig: Daddy Pig’s Office Family, Friends Curiosity and learning Identifying details Past tense At work

9780241283714 Peppa Pig: Daddy Pig’s New Van Holiday Asking for help Making inference Question forms Family, Travel

9780241262214 Peppa Pig: Going on a Picnic Family, Adventure Problem solving Identifying details Prepositions Animals, Directions

9780241319451 Peppa Pig: In a Plane Adventure, Family, Friends Family and friendship Identifying a sequence of events Past simple tense Place, Animals

9780241319475 Peppa Pig: Playing Football Sports and hobbies, Friends Family and friendship Identifying focus sounds Use of must / mustn’t Sport

9780241283721 Peppa Pig: School Trip Travel Understanding our world Vocabulary development Past simple (irregular verbs) Environment, Actions

9780241262269 Peppa Pig: Sports Day Sport Taking part Identifying a sequence of events Ordinals (first, second) Sport

9780241254493 Peter Rabbit Goes to the Treehouse Friends, Animals Teamwork Identifying characters Can / cannot Animals

9780241283691 Peter Rabbit: The Angry Owl Adventure Helping others Identifying characters Prepositions Animals, Actions

9780241401750 Pocahontas History Helping others, Kindness  Identifying characters and places Past simple tense Actions, People 

9780241358207 Pom Pom the Winner Sports and hobbies, Friends Family and friendship Identifying details Present tense Friends and family, Sport

9780241368091 Roald Dahl: James and the Giant Peach Adventure, Animals Friendship, Trust, Adventure Identifying a sequence of events Present continuous Family, Insects, Animals, Travel

9780241254431 Sly Fox and Red Hen Animals Honesty Identifying main events Past simple, Adjectives Animals, Adjectives

9780241283684 Superhero Max Superheroes Helping others Ordering a sequence of events Question words Actions, Question words

9780241254424 The Gingerbread Man Animals, Food Honesty Identifying a sequence of events Past simple Animals, Parts of the body

9780241358221 The Magic Paintbrush Magic Understanding our world Identifying characters Past tense Magic, Art

9780241254448 The Monster Next Door Friends Difference Identifying same and different Past simple In the home

9780241298114 The Peter Rabbit Club Adventure Helping others Identifying the main events Past tense Food

9780241401774 The Nutcracker Adventure, Magic Kindness, Helping others Identifying a sequence of events Past simple tense Adventure, Christmas 

9780241254486 Topsy and Tim The Big Race Sport, School Taking part Identifying details Want + infinitive Sport

9780241283677 We Can Help! Community Helping others Vocabulary development Present simple Jobs, Vehicles

9780241254455 Wild Animals Animals, Habitats Understanding our world Identifying details Adjectives Animals, Places

Le
ve

l 2
Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers
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Level 3
A

1+ 300-600 w
ords  |  A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

Puss in Boots
9780241284070

BBC Earth: 
Ice Worlds
9780241319574

Minibeasts
9780241284049

BBC Earth: 
Where Animals Live

9780241298688

Hansel and Gretel
9780241298619

The Talent Show
9780241298596

Roald Dahl: The 
Enormous Crocodile

9780241368169

Roald Dahl: The Giraffe, 
the Pelly and Me

9780241367926
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48
0L

50
0L

Moomin: 
The Treasure
9780241401903

45
0L

48
0L

48
0L

A History of Ferrari
9780241365090

58
0L

47
0L

48
0L

47
0L

Moomin: The Song 
of the Sea

9780241365304

50
0L

45
0L

Roald Dahl: Roald Dahl: Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory

9780241367865

49
0L

NEW 
2021
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Jack and the 
Beanstalk

9780241283974

The Elves and 
the Shoemaker

9780241253854
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Rapunzel
9780241283943

The Jungle Book
9780241253830

The Red Knight
9780241253847

My Little Pony: 
The Pony School News

9780241316115

My Little Pony: 
A Great Night

9780241298633

Snow White and 
the Seven Dwarfs

9780241319550

Sharks
9780241253823
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Great Buildings
9780241284001

58
0L

61
0L

48
0L

49
0L

49
0L

55
0L

49
0L

49
0L

43
0L

45
0L
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 3 

CEFR A1+
YLE Movers
Trinity 2
300-600 words
Approx. age 7+

Singular and plural 

Irregular plural 
forms

Countable and 
uncountable and 
Definite and 
indefinite articles

Determiners: the /
some / any

Demonstrative, 
personal, and 
interrogative  
pronouns

Impersonal you

More than one 
adjective in a 
sentence

Intensifiers: very / 
really

 

Present continuous 
for future meaning

Wider range of 
adverbs

Comparative and 
superlative adverbs

Contracted forms in 
auxiliary and modal 
verbs

Why?

When?

to + infinitive to 
express purpose

Want / ask someone 
to do something

Simple relative 
clauses

What is / was the 
weather like?

How / what about 
+ ing

Go for a + noun

Be called + noun

When clauses 
(not with future 
meaning)

Because

Or

Nationalities and 
countries

Level 3 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241365090 A History of Ferrari History, Technology Curiosity and learning Using techincal terminology Adjectives Cars, Spot

9780241319574 BBC Earth: Ice Worlds Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Categorising information Adjectives Animals

9780241298688 BBC Earth: Where Animals Live Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Finding information Prepositions Animals

9780241284001 Great Buildings Buildings Understanding our world Making comparisons Adjectives Buildings, Adjectives

9780241298619 Hansel and Gretel Adventure, Magic Family and friendship Identifying characters’ motives Could / couldn’t At home

9780241283974 Jack and the Beanstalk Fairy tale, Adventure Initiative Identifying characters and 
what they say Question words People, Adjectives, Actions

9780241284049 Minibeasts Minibeasts (insects) Understanding our world Categorising information Prepositions Minibeasts, Places

9780241401903 Moomin: The Treasure Adventure Curiosity and learning Understanding characters’ feelings Adjectives, Adverbs Adventure, Sea, Emotions

9780241365304 Moomin: The Song of the Sea Adventure, Family, Friends Understanding our world Identifying a sequence of events Understanding characters Sea

9780241298633 My Little Pony: A Great Night Family, Friends Taking part Identifying characters Want + infinitive Parties

9780241316115 My Little Pony: The Pony School News Family, Friends, Magic Honesty, Family, Friends Understanding characters Past simple questions and 
answers Adjectives

9780241284070 Puss in Boots Fairy tale Initiative Understanding the plot Why / Because Animals, People

9780241283943 Rapunzel Fairy tale Kindness Identifying a sequence of events Past simple Actions, People

9780241367865 Roald Dahl: 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Family, Food Being well-behaved Identifying characters’ motives Past simple Family, Money, Food

9780241368169 Roald Dahl: The Enormous Crocodile Natural world Helping others, Teamwork Understanding characters’ motives Past simple tense, Adjectives Animals

9780241367926 Roald Dahl: The Giraffe, the Pelly and Me Family and friends, Animals Helping others Understanding characters’ feelings Adjectives to describe feelings, 
past simple tense Home, Friends

9780241253823 Sharks Animals Understanding our world Categorising information Present simple Parts of the body

9780241319550 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Family, Friends, Magic Honesty, Family, Friends Understanding characters Adjectives People

9780241253854 The Elves and the Shoemaker Fairy tale Helping Identifying things Past simple, Adjectives Clothes

9780241253830 The Jungle Book Animals, Family Difference Identifying characters Adjectives Animals

9780241253847 The Red Knight History, Knights, Family Aspiration Identifying the main events Past simple Sport, Family

9780241298596 The Talent Show Sport and hobbies Taking part Retelling the story Past tense Hobbies
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Level 4
A

2 600-900 w
ords  |  A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

The Pied Piper
9780241253786

The Wizard of Oz
97802412537393

Racing with Ferrari
9780241365106

The Little Mermaid
9780241298749

Aladdin
9780241316061

Under the Oceans
9780241298886

Space
9780241253816
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Roald Dahl: 
The Magic Finger

9780241368152

Roald Dahl: 
Esio Trot

9780241367896

Alice in Wonderland
9780241284315
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Sleeping Beauty
9780241475607

48
0L

The Boy Who 
Shouted Wolf

9780241475553

48
0L

NEW 
2021

NEW 
2021
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My Little Pony: 
The Pony Games

9780241319567

Pinocchio
9780241284308

Knights and Castles
9780241284322

Heidi
9780241284339
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Peter and the Wolf
9780241284346

Sam and the Robots
9780241253809

BBC Earth: 
Dangerous Journeys

9780241298916

BBC Earth:
 Forests

9780241319581

Mulan
9780241358245
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 4 

CEFR A2
YLE Flyers
Trinity 3
600-900 words
Approx. age 8+

More complicated 
gerund forms

Reflexive pronouns

Wider range of 
determiners: all 
/ none of / not 
enough / (a) few

Wider range of 
intensifiers: quite / 
so / a bit

Comparatives and 
superlatives

 

Past continuous

Present perfect

Zero and first 
conditional

Passive: present simple 
and simple past

Will for offers, 
promises, functions, 
requests and future 
plans

Shall for suggestions

Phrasal verbs

Modals for permission 
and suggestion (could) 
and for possibility 
(might / may)

Should for advice

Ending in –ed and 
–ing

Verbs with prepositions

Verbs of perception: 
be / look / sound

Verb + present 
participle forms

More complex adverbs 
of place, manner and 
time

Simple tag 
questions: isn’t it?

Might / may

Looks like

Still and yet

Possibly, probably, 
perhaps

Everyone, 
everything and 
everywhere

Be + adj + prep
Be going to

Where? / what?
/ how? clauses

So that …

Time clauses: while 
/ before / after 
(not with future 
reference)

Make somebody /
thing + adj

What else / next?

So

Although

Describing things

Linkers

Level 4 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241316061  Aladdin Family, Friends, Magic Family and friendship Identifying a sequence of events Questions and answers in the 
past simple tense People, Adjectives

9780241284315  Alice in Wonderland Fairy tale Curiosity Retelling a story Conjunctions Animals, Adjectives

9780241298916  BBC Earth: Dangerous Journeys Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Identifying cause and effect Present tense Animals

9780241319581  BBC Earth: Forests Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Categorising information Present simple tense Animals, Insects, Plants

9780241284339  Heidi Fairy tale, Family Helping others Summarising the story Past continuous Family, Actions

9780241284322  Knights and Castles History Understanding the past Vocabulary development Questions and answers People, Activities

9780241358245 Mulan Family, Friends, Travel Initiative, Helping others Understanding characters’ motives Past continuous, 
Future with ‘will’ Family, History

9780241319567  My Little Pony: The Pony Games Family, Friends, Magic Helping others Identifying a sequence of events Past simple tense Actions

9780241284346  Peter and the Wolf Fairy tale Initiative Predicting Adjectives Animals, Adjectives, Adverbs

9780241284308  Pinocchio Fairy tale Honesty Understanding characters Past simple Actions, Adjectives

9780241365106 Racing with Ferrari Science and technology Curiosity and learning Using techincal terminology Adjectives Cars, Sport

9780241367896 Roald Dahl: Esio Trot Animals, Family, Friends Initiative Understanding characters’ motives
Adjectives, Adverbs, 
Superlatives Emotions, Home, Animals

9780241368152 Roald Dahl: The Magic Finger Natural world, Family, Friends Understanding our world Recognising difference between 
narration and direct speech

Past continuous, 
Present continuous Family, Natural world, Farm

9780241253809  Sam and the Robots Robots, Jobs A balance of work and rest Making predictions Future with ‘will’ Jobs, Holidays

9780241475607 Sleeping Beauty Fairy tale, Magic Good and bad, Bravery Identifying a sequence of events ‘Going to’ for future Family, Places, Magic, Love

9780241253816   Space Space Understanding our world Identifying details Superlatives Space, Adjectives

9780241475553 The Boy Who Shouted Wolf Fairy tale, Family Honesty and forgiveness Identifying characters' motives Longer sentences Daily life, family, telling the 
truth

9780241298749  The Little Mermaid Family, Friends, Magic Helping others Identifying a sequence of events Past tense Emotions

9780241253786   The Pied Piper Fairy tale, Town life Keeping promises Identifying a sequence of events First conditional with ‘if’ Places

9780241253793   The Wizard of Oz Journeys Discovering your strengths Identifying main events Adjectives to describe feelings Feelings

9780241298886  Under the Oceans Animals, Natural world Understanding our world Identifying details Adjectives Oceans
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Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers
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LEVELS 5 & 6

Levels 5 & 6 of our Ladybird Readers series 
include more well-known classics stories 
and incredible non-fiction, told at a higher 
language level.  With single page illustrations 
that feel more like chapter books, our new 
levels allow students to read great 
stories which use more words and 
introduce new grammar structures. 
A glossary can be found at the back 
of the book to help with introducing 
new vocabulary.

A2 900-1500 w
ords

AR Points: 0.5; AR Interest Level: LY
Level 6

A
2+ 1500-2000 w

ords
A

R Points: 0.5; A
R Interest Level: LY

Level 5
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The Secret Garden
9780241401972

Scuderia Ferrari:
Famous Races

9780241401798

Black Beauty
9780241336175

BBC Earth: 
Little Survivors

9780241336144

Frankenstein
9780241336151

King Arthur
9780241401965

Great Inventions
9780241475652

Treasure Island
9780241336120

Gulliver’s Travels
9780241401958

72
0L

Peter Pan
9780241475591

Robin Hood
9780241336113
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Oliver Twist
9780241336168

BBC Earth: 
Amazing Predators

9780241336182

The Wind in the 
Willows

9780241336137
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 5 

CEFR A2
YLE Flyers / KET
900-1500 words
Approx. age 9+

Wider range of 
determiners: none 
of / (not) enough / 
both

Indefinite pronouns: 
anything, anyone, 
anybody, everyone, 
everybody, someone, 
somebody, nobody, 
no one 

Reflexive pronouns:
myself, yourself, 
himself etc.

 

Present perfect 
simple with for, 
since and yet

Past continuous with 
interrupted action 
(past simple)

Shall for future 
intentions and 
suggestions

Will for promises 
and predictions

Verbs of perception: 
be, look, sound, feel,  
taste, smell like    

Indefinite adverbs: 
somewhere, 
anywhere, nowhere, 
everywhere

Where? / what? / 
how? clauses

How? / What 
about? + ing

Looks like

So that …

Possibly, probably, 
perhaps

Should/ought to 
(for suggestion and 
advice)

Let something / 
body + infinitive

As conjunction So / nor + auxiliary

Lend and borrow

Either, neither

Level 5 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241336144  BBC Little Survivors Animals, Natural World Understanding our world Finding information Present simple, Conjunctions Animals

9780241401958  Gulliver’s Travels Adventure, Magic Understanding others Understanding characters Adverbs, Prepositions Friends, Emotions, Adventure

9780241401798  Ferrari Famous Races History, Sports, Hobbies Curiosity and learning Identifying details 
Ordinals, Superlatives, 
Past simple tense Cars, Sport, History

9780241475591 Peter Pan Family, Adventure, Friends Bravery, Loyalty, Adventure Understanding characters Past continuous, Adverbs Actions, People, Places

9780241336113  Robin Hood History, Adventure Helping others Identifying a sequence of events Conjunctions, Past simple History

9780241336137  The Wind in the Willows Family. Friends. Animals Trust and honesty Understanding characters Adjectives Friends

9780241336120  Treasure Island Adventure, Travel Trust and honesty Retelling and summarising Simple past, Past continuous People

Le
ve

l 5
Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers

20 21

Suddenly, I saw something strange through 
the trees. As it came up to me, I saw that  
it was a man! He threw himself down on  
the ground. 

“I’m Ben Gunn,” he said. “Three years ago, 
I came here with a crew to look for Flint’s 
treasure. We couldn’t find it, and the sailors 
left me here. I built a small boat, but I can’t 
sail it far from the island.”

Then, I told him about Long John Silver 
and the pirates on our ship.

5756

Work with a friend. Talk about the two 
pictures. How are they different?  

Choose the correct words, and write the 
full sentences in your notebook.  

13

In picture a, Jim is in a small boat.

a b

In picture b, Jim is on the ship.

14

1 I  found / was finding  Gunn’s boat, and  
when night-time came I  sailed / was sailing 
it toward the Hispaniola. 

2 I  saw / was seeing  that Israel Hands
 fought / was fighting  with another pirate.

3 No one  steered / was steering  the 
Hispaniola!

4 I  sailed / was sailing  next to the ship, and 
climbed / was climbing  up to the deck.

Choose the correct answers, and write the 
full sentences in your notebook.    

Listen to Chapter Six. Describe what 
happens in your notebook. *

 

11

1 The next morning, Silver came to the hut 
with a white . . . in his hand. 
a chest b flag

 c map d scar

2 “If you give me the treasure map, I’ll . . .   
you to a safe place,” he said. 
a bury b leave

 c obey d sail

3 “Leave here now, and go back to the ship!” 
shouted the . . . , angrily. 
a captain b crew   

 c parrot d skeleton 

4 Suddenly, the pirates . . . us! 
a steered b run

 c attacked d asked

12

*To complete this activity, listen to track 7 of the audio download 
available at www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk

The next morning, . . . 

Chapter  SevenChapter  S i x

6362

bury (verb)
to hide something under 
the ground

cabin boy (noun)
a boy who works on a 
boat or ship

captain (noun)
a person who manages a 
boat, ship, or plane

chest (noun)
a large, strong box, often 
made of wood

crew (noun)
a team of people who 
work on a boat

deck (noun)
the floor of a ship

harbor (noun)
a place where boats and 
ships stop

hut (noun)
a very small building, 
often made of wood

inn (noun)
a small hotel where you 
can sleep, eat, or drink

mast (noun)
a tall part of a ship that 
holds the sails

obey (verb)
to do something that 
someone tells you to do

pirate (noun)
a person on a ship who 
steals from other people, 
and attacks other ships

return (verb)
to go back to a place 
where you have already 
been

sailor (noun)
a person who works on  
a boat or ship

scar (noun)
If you cut yourself 
badly, you will possibly 
still have a scar when 
you are better.

Glossary

Robert Louis Stevenson wrote Treasure Island 
in 1883. Look online, or in the library, and 
answer the questions below in your notebook. 

• Where was Robert Louis Stevenson born?

• Which other books did he write?

• When did he die?

• Are there any famous movies  
of Treasure Island?

• Which character would you like to be  
in the book, and why?

Project

Now, work in a group to make a poster 
about Robert Louis Stevenson.

23

Single page illustrations are 
featured throughout

Word counts range from 
900–1500 words

Exercises are provided for every 
chapter of the book

The skill focus of each activity 
is indicated by icons

All titles have a suggested project 
to complete after reading

Glossary includes key words 
and basic definitions
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Nouns / Pronouns
/ Articles Adjectives

Tenses / Verbs
/ Adverbs

Question 
Words Phrases

Conjunctions
/ Prepositions Other

LEVEL 6 

CEFR A2
YLE Flyers / KET
1500-2000 words
Approx. age 9+

Anybody, anyone, 
anything, anywhere

Comparative and 
superlatives: less, 
the least, worse, 
the worst

 

Present perfect with 
just

Present perfect with 
yet and since

Passives with all 
allowed tenses (but 
not continuous 
forms)

Modals of possibility 
/ speculation:
might and could

Present participle

Used to + infinitive 
(past states and 
habits)

Need / needn’t

Too / enough + 
infinitive / enough

Affirmative, 
negative and 
question form

Negative question 
forms

Simple question 
tags: negative and 
positive

What else / next?

Time clause:
while / before /
after (not with 
future reference)

Echo questions

Causative: have 
something done

Reported speech 
(simple past only: 
statements and 
commands

Four clauses with 
allowed linkers

Contractions 
allowed in all text

Inversion allowed

Neither / so

Level 6 syllabus chart Ladybird Readers
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Title Theme Value Reading Skills Grammar Objectives Vocabulary Objectives

9780241336182  BBC Earth Amazing Predators Animals. Natural world Understanding our world Categorising information Present simple, Questions Animals

9780241336175  Black Beauty Animals Kindness, Family, Friends Retelling and summarising Adverbs Animals

9780241336151  Frankenstein Family, Friends, Science Understanding others Making predictions Questions Science

9780241475652 Great Inventions History, Science Learning about inventions Dates and facts Historic dates Technology, Science, History

9780241401965  King Arthur Adventure, History Initiative Making inferences Adjectives, Prepositions History, Magic, Tradition

9780241336168  Oliver Twist Childhood Helping others Understanding characters Simple past People, History

9780241401972  The Secret Garden Family, Friends, Nature Helping others, Initiative Understanding characters Adverbs, Prepositions Garden, Family, Emotions

Le
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l 6
Themes and learning objectives Ladybird Readers

1110

Cheetahs live on the grasslands of Africa. 
They hunt and eat large animals, like 
gazelles and young wildebeest. 

Cheetahs don’t only hunt food for themselves. 
This mother has four hungry young cheetahs 
that need a big meal every day.

It is not easy for cheetahs to hunt on the 
open grasslands. There are not many trees 
or plants, so there is nowhere for cheetahs 
to hide from their prey.

Wildebeest are also difficult to hunt, 
because they are so heavy and strong.

Chapter twO 

Cheetahs 

5958

1 Where is this polar bear?

2 Is the habitat of polar bears warm or cold?

3 Why is the Arctic a challenging habitat?

4 Which animals do polar bears hunt?

Look at the picture and read the questions. 
In your notebook, write the answers as 
complete sentences.   

16 Listen to Chapter Eight. In you own words, 
describe how polar bears hunt for food.  
Write in your notebook. *

 

*To complete this activity, listen to track 9 of the audio download 
available at www.ladybirdeducation.co.uk

Write the answers to the questions in 
your notebook.   

1 Which animals help the frigate birds to hunt  
their prey?

2 How far do frigate birds often f ly to  
find food?

3 Why can’t the frigate birds go too close  
to the sea?

4 Where do dorado fish look for their food?

5 How do the dorado’s prey escape from them?

6 What do the frigate birds do when the 
little fish glide too high?   

18

A dorado fish . . . (look) for food near the top of 
the water. A little fish tries to escape by  
. . . (glide). It can . . . (jump) out of the water 
and glide for hundreds of meters. 

When the little fish glides too high, a frigate  
bird . . . (fly) down to catch it. If the little fish  
. . . ( jump) back into the sea, a dorado fish  
. . . (eat) it.

Read the text, and write all the text with 
the correct verbs in your notebook.   

15 17

Chapter  N ineChapter  Eight

6362

Project

Look online or in a library, and find out 
about another animal that is a predator.

Make a presentation about your  
predator. Work in a group. Include the 
information below:

• What is the animal called?

• Where does it live?

• How big is it?

• Which animals does it eat?

• How does it hunt?

amazing (adjective)
Something that makes 
you feel surprised and 
happy is amazing.

Arctic (noun)
the part of the world 
furthest north, where it 
is very cold

camouflage (noun)
the way an animal’s 
colour matches its 
habitat, which makes it 
difficult to see

feather (noun)
birds have many of these 
soft, light things on their 
bodies

glide (verb)
to move through the air, 
a bit like flying 

grasslands (noun)
a large area of land with 
lots of wild grass

habitat (noun)
a place where an animal 
or plant is usually found

hunt (verb)
to follow and catch 
animals for food

liquid (noun)
something that isn’t a 
hard object or a gas  
(e.g. water or oil)

ocean (noun)
the water that goes 
across most of the Earth

predator (noun)
an animal that hunts 
other animals

prey (noun)
an animal that gets 
hunted by other animals

seawater (noun)
water from the sea

Glossary

23

Single page illustrations are 
featured throughout

Word counts range from 
1500–2000 words

Exercises are provided for every 
chapter of the book

The skill focus of each activity 
is indicated by icons

All titles have a suggested project 
to complete after reading

Glossary includes key words 
and basic definitions
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GRAMMAR WORKBOOKS

Ladybird Readers Grammar Workbooks 
help students understand some of the 
new grammar structures that are 
introduced in each level of the Readers. 
Carefully graded and mapped against 
the CEFR, these engaging books 
include a brief explanation of
each grammar point along with 
exercises to help the student 
practise what they are learning.

LEVEL 
1

LEVEL 
2

LEVEL 
4

LEVEL 
3

LEVEL 
5

LEVEL 
6

36



Nouns

Articles

Simple adjectives 

Determiners 

Possessives / possessive 
adjectives 

Pronouns 

How much / how many 
/ too much / too many 

Present simple 

Present continuous 

Modals 

Have / have got 

Adverbs 

Conjunctions 

Prepositions of place 

Question words and direct 
speech

Past simple (to be) 

Past simple (regular and 
irregular verbs) 

Verb + infinitive 

Verb + ing 

Modals (for necessity and 
obligation) 

Adjectives (more than one 
in a sentence) 

Intensifiers 

Conjunctions (because, or) 

Directions 

Impersonal ‘you’ 

Would like + verb 

What time…? 

Adverbs of frequency 

Prepositions of time 

Question words (why, 
when, and which) 

To + infinitive (to express 
purpose) 

Want / ask someone to do 
something 

Simple adverbs of place 
and time 

Adverbs (wider range) 

Comparative adjectives 
and adverbs 

Superlative adjectives and 
adverbs 

Simple relative clauses 

Modals for obligation and 
necessity 

Go for a + noun 

Be called + noun 

When clauses 

Contracted forms

Ordinal numbers

Be good at + noun

Greetings    

Past continuous

Present perfect 

Present continuous for 
future 

Be going to + verb for 
future 

Will + verb for future

May 

Gerunds with prepositions

Phrasal verbs

Could + verb 

To be + adjective + 
preposition

Zero and first conditional

Passive (present simple and 
past simple) 

Linkers 

Make + somebody /
something + adjective 

Adjectives ending in -ed 
and -ing

Present perfect with just

Present perfect with 
already and yet

Reported speech

Comparatives and 
superlatives

Too and enough

Passive forms

Might / might not 

Before, while and after

Used to + verb

Question tags

Echo questions

Have something done

What else? / What next?

Need to / needn’t + verb

Neither . . . / So . . .

Present perfect simple with 
for and since 

Past continuous (with past 
simple) 

I / We shall + verb for 
future

I / We will + verb for 
promises 

Possibly, probably, and 
perhaps

Look like

Sentences with where / 
what / how

How / what about + verb 
+ -ing?

Let + something / 
somebody + verb

Indefinite pronouns

Anywhere, somewhere, 
everywhere and nowhere

Reflexive pronouns

Lend and borrow

Should / ought to

Either and neither

Level 5 Level 6Level 4Level 3Level 2Level 1

9780241336083 97802413360909780241347027978024133606997802413360529780241336045
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DICTIONARY

The Ladybird Dictionary is a bright 
and colourful resource which will 
help young learners 
aged 4-11 to find 
and understand 
words in English. 
This engaging 
dictionary is 
informed by 
the Cambridge 
Young Learners 
wordlists, and 
features an 
introduction on 
how to use the dictionary, an A-Z 
section, and a picture dictionary 
at the back, which groups words 
that are useful to learn together.

112

113

Weather and seasons What are the seasons?

What is the weather?

The weather is all around us, all of the time. It can change from hot to cold,  

wet to dry, or calm to windy, or it can stay the same for days. 
Winter   

Days are usually cold and 

cloudy, and there is often 

rain. In very cold weather, 

the raindrops freeze and 

fall as snow.

Spring   

Days become warmer, 

with more daylight hours. 

There are fewer clouds and 

less rain. Plants start to 

grow and flowers come out.

Summer   

Days are warm or hot, 

with more bright sunshine. 

There is little wind and 

there might be no rain  

for weeks.

Autumn   

Days are cooler, with 

more rain and fewer 

daylight hours. There 

may be storms, and the 

leaves fall from the trees.

The weather changes through the year. These changes are called the seasons.

Wind    

This is made by warm and 

cold air moving about. It 

moves the clouds and brings 

changes in the weather.

The sun   

It gives out light and heat. 

The heat warms the ground 

and then the air. This 

makes the air move. 

Clouds   

These are made of millions 

of tiny floating drops  

of water.

Rain   

This happens when tiny 

drops of water in a cloud 

join to make large drops, 

that then fall from the sky.

Storms   

These have fast winds and 

lots of rain. Thunderstorms 

have flashes of lightning, 

and loud booms of thunder.
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jacket (noun) a short coat   The men must  wear jackets and ties.
jam (noun) a food made of fruit and sugar that 

you eat on bread  strawberry jamjeans (plural noun) trousers made from  strong blue cloth We aren’t allowed  to wear jeans  to school.

job (noun) the work you do to earn money   
Mum’s got a new job at the hospital.join (verb): joins, joining, joined 

to become a member  I joined the 
running club last year.

joke (noun)  something that you say to make 
people laugh  She told some really 
funny jokes.

journey (noun) when you travel from one place to 
another  The journey to Alaska took 
over a week.

judge (noun) a person who is in charge of a court 
and decides what punishment a 
criminal should get  The judge sent 
her to prison for three years.juice (noun) liquid that  comes from fruit  or vegetables   orange juice

jump (verb): jumps, jumping, 
jumped
to push your body off the ground 
with your legs  The boy jumped 
over the fence.

jungle (noun) an area of  land in a  
hot wet  
country,  
where  
plants and  trees grow  close together   There were snakes in the jungle.

keep (verb): keeps, keeping, kept 
If you keep something, you do not 
give it away or throw it away.   
I kept all her letters.

key (noun)a thin metal  object that you  use to lock doors   Where’s the front  door key?

keyboard (noun) a part of a computer with letters and 
numbers that you press  She spends 
hours tapping at her keyboard.kick (verb): kicks, kicking, kicked 

to bang something with your foot   
I kicked the ball to Gemma.kill (verb): kills, killing, killed 

to make someone die  The police 
want to know who killed her.kind (adjective)  Kind people are nice to other people 

and try to help them.  It was kind of 
her to make me a cake.

kind (noun) a type of thing  What kind of pizza 
do you like best?

king (noun) the most  
senior royal  man in  

a country   King George  died in 1936.

kitchen (noun) a room where you cook food  Louis is 
in the kitchen, doing the washing up. knee (noun) the middle part of your leg, where  

it bends  Harry fell over and cut  
his knee.

knife (noun): knives a sharp metal object, used for 
cutting things  I need a sharp knife 
to cut the meat.

knock (verb): knocks, knocking, 
knocked  to hit something or  
bang against something  He knocked  
on the door.

know (verb): knows, knowing, 
knew, known  to have facts about 
something in your mind  Do you 
know that man’s name?

Jj Kk
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patient

pack
part (noun) 

one piece of something  Part of  

the zoo was closed.

party (noun): parties 

an event where people meet to have 

fun by talking, dancing, eating, etc.   

a birthday party

pass (verb): passes, passing, 

passed 

1. to go past something or someone   

I passed Mr Collins on my way  

to school.

2. If you pass an exam, you are 

successful.  Charlie passed his 

piano exam.

passenger (noun) 

someone who  

travels on a  

bus, train,  

etc.  The taxi  

was carrying  

three passengers.

passport (noun)

a document that looks like a small 

book, that you need to travel from 

one country to another  The man 

checked our passports before we got 

on the plane.

past (noun)

all the time that has already existed   

In the past, many houses didn’t have 

bathrooms.

past (preposition)

If you go past something, you go by 

it on your way to another place.   

I saw Anna walk past our house.

pasta (noun) 

an Italian food made  

from f lour, water  

and sometimes  

eggs, made into  

different shapes   

We had pasta with  

tomato sauce.

path (noun) 

a long, narrow area of ground that 

people walk along to get from one 

place to another  The path lead us 

into a forest.

patient (adjective) 

If you are patient, you don’t mind if 

things take a long time or if other 

people do annoying things.   

Our teacher is very patient when we 

don’t understand his lesson.

patient (noun) 

someone who is being treated  

by a doctor or  

nurse  She  

advises  

all her  

patients  

to take  

exercise.

pack (verb): packs, packing, 

packed  to put clothes into  

a suitcase  Have you packed  

your trainers?

page (noun)

one of the pieces of paper in a book  

Turn to page seven.

paint (noun) 

a coloured liquid that you use to 

make pictures or to decorate walls   

We bought yellow paint for the  

living room.

paint (verb): paints,  

painting, painted 

to make a picture  

or decorate a  

room using  

paint  Joe  

painted a  

picture of  

the sea.

painting (noun)  

a picture made with paint   

A painting of some mountains hung 

above the fireplace.

pair (noun) 

two things that go together  a pair  

of shoes

panda (noun) 

a large animal from  

China, with black  

and white fur   

paper (noun) 

a thin, f lat material that you  

write on  Write your answers on  

a piece of paper.

parcel (noun) 

something that is wrapped in paper 

so that it can be sent in the post   

The game came in a big parcel.

parent (noun) 

your mother or father  My parents 

bought me a new bike.

park (noun) 

an outdoor area where you go to 

play  We played football in the park.

parrot (noun) 

a large bird with  

brightly coloured  

feathers  Our parrot  

can say “Hello”.
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School

At school

whiteboard bookdrumblocks

computer

brush mouse

stickers painting

chair

tablet scissors

The children are busy 
playing and learning. 
 
What is your favourite 
thing to do at school?

Look at all the  
objects below.  
Where are they  
in the big picture?
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 With a wide variety 
of topics and themes, 
Ladybird Readers offer 
the perfect titles to 
match your curriculum 
and learning objectives. 

THEMES 

 

FAVOURITE
CHARACTERS

ORIGINAL FICTION
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CLASSIC
TALES
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9780241254110 9780241316139 9780241254486 9780241319475 9780241262221

ANIMALS

9780241297452

9780241358184

9780241298886

9780241357927

9780241254455

9780241336144

9780241254134

9780241253823
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9780241283547 9780241297445
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TRANSPORT

SPORT
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 GEOGRAPHY
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9780241319574

9780241284001 9780241298886

97802412538169780241319581
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9780241357941 9780241298114

9780241253854 9780241298749

9780241336137 9780241336175

KINDNESS  

9780241254097 9780241358207

9780241298619 9780241316061

9780241336137 9780241336151

FRIENDSHIP  

9780241283554 9780241283677

9780241253854 9780241284339

9780241336113 9780241336168

HELPING OTHERS

 

9780241283516 9780241254431 9780241319550 9780241316115 9780241284308

HONESTY

9780241336120
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